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A MATTER OF (CONSTANT) REVISION  

Doryun Chong – Associate Curator, Department of Painting and 

Sculpture, Museum of Modern Art, NYC  

 

1. 

 

Much has been made about the 1935 chart by Alfred H. Barr, Jr. 

(Fig 1.), the founding director of The Museum of Modern Art. This 

almost scientific diagram summarises Barr’s intellectual work to date 

for the fledgling, six-year-old institution and was prepared for what 

would be the legendary early exhibition at the museum, “Cubism and 

Abstract Art”. In the context of this workshop, the appearance of 

“Bauhaus” between 1919 and 1925, and the arrow leading from it to point 

to “modern architecture” is of particular interest. Barr famously 

stated, “I regard the three days I spent at the Bauhaus in 1928 as one 

of the most important incidents in my own education” and it has been 

said that the inclusion of architecture and design in his organisation 

of the Museum had an inextricable relationship with that experience in 

the late 1920s. He also makes it clear that Bauhaus did not come out of 

nowhere; the diagram teaches us that Purism, Constructivism, and De 

Stijl directly fed into its formation. But of more interest to my 

purpose here are the appearances of orange boxes in the chart, which 

may be identified as “outside” influences or elements of alterity that 

infiltrated the thicket of avant-gardes mushrooming over four decades 

from the late 19th century to the early 20th century. One orange box, 

“Machine Esthetic” sits centrally and confidently, with its arrows 

sprouting on its either side like tentacles, while the other three, 

“Negro Sculpture,” “Near-Eastern Art,” and “Japanese Prints,” are 

rather unimpressive and almost anecdotal by comparison.    

 

Just a couple of years previously, Barr had drawn another chart 

that is now widely known as “torpedo” which proposed “theory and 

contents of an ideal permanent collection.” (Fig. 2) His diagram 

stated: ‘The Permanent Collection may be thought of graphically as a 

torpedo moving through time, its nose the ever advancing present, its 

tail the ever receding past of fifty to a hundred years ago. If 

painting is taken as an example, the bulk of the collection, as 
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indicated in the diagram, will be concentrated at present in the early 

years of the 20th century, tapering off into the 19th with a propeller 

representing “Background” collections…”1 And so did the collection take 

shape in the early years of the Museum’s existence. As the physical 

structure of the Museum successively grew, all the while firmly rooted 

in midtown Manhattan, the collection was conceptualised and realised as 

a moving object through the matrix of time. Arguably, the “torpedo” 

principle still holds after almost seven decades because MoMA has 

always been a museum of contemporary art, which observes, exhibits, and 

collects the art of the present. And “modern” has proven to be a 

supremely resilient and fluid term, outliving postmodern by far. 

Perhaps due to these reasons, the art of the past at the Museum has not 

tapered off but rather grew central, more backbone than “background.”    

 

So consider these two diagrams, one organised with a vertical 

axis and the other horizontally. Had the former been continually 

updated since its creation, the expanding field and propagating 

tendencies, movements, and schools in it would have transformed the 

chart into a gargantuan pyramid by now. The torpedo too would have 

grown longer and longer (What would the metaphor be then? A train?) as 

notions of the “modern” constantly morph and adapt in dogged 

determination to remain relevant, stretching our purview further and 

further. In a sense, this may expose the limitations of diagrammatic 

thinking in general. But no serious museum can operate without 

structured thinking, as the museum is a knowledge machine. And if a 

museum chooses to wrestle with the present as much as with the past, it 

has to accept its often unpredictable duty of editing and organising 

the unruliness of ideas, gestures, and objects in the present. Finding 

linkages between an already organised past and a chaotic, unstructured 

present is par for the course, and perhaps the best that one could do 

is to tell these stories with as much sympathy and sensitivity as could 

be mustered. For the museum is a narrator which must tell tales of 

influences, relationships, conflicts, and affinities between artists or 

groups. It is with such understanding of history and institution that 

an individual curator can contribute a viewpoint, an angle.  

 

2.  

 

At MoMA, I recently opened an exhibition titled “Tokyo 1955-1970: A New 

                     
1 Harriet S. Bee and Michelle Elligott, eds. Art in Our Time: A Chronicle of The Museum 
of Modern Art (New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 2009): 39.  
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Avant-Garde”.2 Over the months I was preparing for it, I have often been 

asked whether this is the first exhibition on Japan at MoMA. I answered 

each time that the museum, in fact, has a long history of engagement 

with Japan, which goes back at least to 1954 when architect Yoshimura 

Junzo was brought to New York to build a replica of a 17th-century 

villa as an example of “vernacular modernism” in the museum’s sculpture 

garden. A decade later, the International Council of MoMA organised an 

ambitious survey exhibition, “The New Japanese Painting and Sculpture”, 

which included more than 40 artists of established as well as emerging 

generations.3 (Fig. 3) The exhibition toured to nine North American 

venues from 1965 to 1966. In 1974, the museum presented another 

landmark exhibition, “New Japanese Photography”, featuring almost all 

the best-known and most important names in the field.4 MoMA continued to 

pay attention to contemporary developments in Japanese art, with 

exhibitions focusing on video art from Japan as early as the late 1970s 

and early 1980s.5 These exhibitions also provided opportunities for 

acquisitions. An analysis in 2008 revealed that MoMA’s collection holds 

more than 2000 objects from Japan and/or by Japanese creators across 

its seven curatorial departments. (It is important to note — and also 

telling — that the largest portion, almost half, belongs to the 

Department of Architecture and Design.) One thing that could be said, 

then, is this: Japan in the second half of the 20th century was not 

just an “orange box,” an alternative source to the early history of 

modernism, but a location, at least in the latter half of the century, 

of robust modernism that was an integral part of the Museum’s thinking 

and content. MoMA’s history with Japan is a significant motivation but 

only a partial reason for “Tokyo 1955-1970”, however. The exhibition is 

heavily indebted to an impressive growth in scholarship in postwar 

Japanese art history in the U.S. as well as in Japan. The rise of what 

we might call a global consciousness in the past two decades 

irrefutably helped pave the way as well.   

 

                     
2 The exhibition opened to the public on November 18, 2012 and runs until February 25, 
2013.  
 
3 The New Japanese Painting and Sculpture was organised by the long-time MoMA curator 
William S. Lieberman, who spent almost a month in Japan in 1964 to research for this 
exhibition.  
 
4 The exhibition was organised by another legendary MoMA curator John Szarkowski and 
Shoji Yamagishi, then the editor of Camera Mainichi. It included by-now renowned 
photographers such as Domon Ken, Tomatsu Shomei, Moriyama Daido, and Hosoe Eiko.  
5 Barbara London, the pioneering curator in video art, organized Video from Tokyo to 
Fukui to Kyoto in 1979 and New Video: Japan in 1986, among others.  
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 In 1956, barely a decade after the end of World War II, and just 

a few years after the occupation by Allied Powers, the government of 

Japan declared that “it is no longer postwar.” Notwithstanding the fact 

that many disagreed with the claim and debates continued for many years 

to come, the second “postwar” decade indeed witnessed a remarkable 

string of achievements for the formerly defeated nation. At the heart 

of it was Tokyo. By the early 1960s, the population of Tokyo passed the 

10 million mark, and Japan became the second largest economy in the 

world. The city hosted the Summer Olympics in 1964, signaling to the 

world its reemergence. While stability and prosperity were achieved, 

the period also witnessed eruptions of unrest — most notably around the 

renewals of the US-Japan Security Treaty, which allows the American 

military to be stationed on the Japanese soil while Japan, by the new 

postwar constitution, cannot maintain a standing army. This mix of 

unprecedented conditions generated a heady context—an incubator—for 

myriad artistic and creative experimentations.6  

  

 Encompassing almost 300 works — almost 40% of which were drawn 

from MoMA’s collection — the exhibition begins with paintings, 

drawings, and prints from the second half of the 1950s, when fierce 

debates among Tokyo’s avant-garde revolved around the question of the 

human figure and representation in relation to the simmering material 

and psychological realities of the postwar landscape. (Fig. 4-9) Soon, 

with the beginning of a new decade and the emergence of a new 

generation, the body (both sculptural and the artist’s own body) took 

center stage. In a spiraling collective radicalism and frenetic one-

upmanship, young artists began to produce more and more sensational 

objects, sculptures, and installations, frequently using everyday junk 

and consumerist detritus and turning them into strikingly bodily, often 

lurid and even sexual objects. At the same time, they took to the 

street, partly in response to the lack of infrastructure, venues, and 

support for contemporary art-making, and partly out of a desire to 

infiltrate the fabric of an increasingly controlled society. By the end 

of the 1960s, two main tendencies emerged: on one hand, the figure and 

the body grew absent as artists turned their attention to pure 

materiality and the questions of space and perception; on the other 

hand, certain artists began to mine and participate in the exploding 

                     
6 This historiographic assessment of the extraordinary historical, political, and 
economic condition is explored in detail in my essay in the exhibition catalog, Doryun 
Chong, ed., Tokyo 1955-1970: A New Avant-Garde, exh. cat. (New York: The Museum of Modern 
Art, 2012).  
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popular visual and media culture saturating a newly affluent and stable 

Japanese society.  

 

 Presented in a clearly genealogical and narrative arc that gives 

structure to works of diverse media, forms, and styles, the exhibition 

seeks to describe Tokyo as unquestionably one of the world’s greatest 

cities, which has not been known as an artistic center. Indeed, an 

important underlying thread running through the show is Tokyo’s close 

relationship with the better-known artistic centres such as Paris and 

New York. If, through this exhibition, Tokyo and the history of its 

most critical avant-garde phase come to be firmly part of the museum’s 

growing map and chart of modernism around the world, then the project 

would truly be a success.   

 

3.  

 

One of the centrepieces in “Tokyo 1955-1970” is an installation by Kudo 

Tetsumi (1935-1990) titled Philosophy of Impotence, or Distribution Map 

of Impotence and the Appearance of Protective Domes at the Points of 

Saturation (1961-62) (Fig. 10). Originally a room-size work, it 

consists of hundreds of oblong elements, which the artist called 

“phallus-chrysalis,” hanging from the ceiling and from the walls, along 

with everyday items like plastic bowls, pills, and pages torn from art 

and popular culture magazines. Scandalising the Tokyo art world in 

early 1962 with this work, Kudo became the poster child for what would 

become known as the “Anti-Art” tendency of the anarchic young 

generation. But immediately after this succès de scandale, he moved to 

Paris, his home base for the next 25 years. Once in Europe, he became 

deeply concerned with modern technology and its insidious by-products’ 

encroachment upon humanity. But rather than subscribing to the 

customary human-vs-technology dichotomy, he developed a unique (even 

perverse) philosophical view imagining a new form of the human born out 

of technological pollution. Simultaneously, he launched an acerbic 

attack on European humanism, which he considered “hypocritical.” Kudo 

also trafficked in stereotypical alterity in his work, assuming a 

public persona that was a composite samurai/space alien/Buddhist monk. 

In this guise, Kudo inserted himself in various contexts of European 

postwar art—for instance, in Venice in 1966 during the Biennale and at 

the Kassel Documenta and in Dusseldorf in 1972. He continued to work 

actively in Europe through most of the 1980s. He returned to Japan for 
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the last three years of his life until his death in 1990. (Fig. 11) 

 

In 2008, the exhibition “Tetsumi Kudo: Garden of Metamorphosis” 

(Fig. 12), which I organised, opened at the Walker Art Center in 

Minneapolis. It was the artist’s first solo museum 

exhibition/retrospective in the United States. How was an exhibition of 

this almost completely unknown artist even possible? Throughout the 

1990s and the 2000s, the Walker Art Center distinguished itself in the 

United States as a museum that made “alternative modernisms” the 

central part of its mission.7 For instance, it collected and exhibited 

works by the Japanese group Gutai and Italian Arte Povera early on, 

before they became widely known and appreciated; and its Joseph Beuys 

and Fluxus exhibitions were some of the earliest on the artist and the 

movement in the U.S.8 It was this institutional orientation and 

commitment that enabled me to organise a large-scale exhibition 

dedicated to an artist like Kudo.  

 

Nevertheless, it is a museum curator’s responsibility to make an 

unknown quantity relevant to the better-known history by presenting a 

cogent argument for why this artist belongs in the existing narrative. 

In this case, the project required an almost basic but essential 

telling of his biography and contextualisation of his work in various 

spatial, temporal, and art historical coordinates.9 How did a Japanese 

artist who was born in the 1930s, came of age in the immediate postwar 

years, and emerged in the heady years of the late 1950s and early 1960s 

as his country was undergoing the most crucial transitional years, find 

his footing in Paris during the Nouveau Realiste years? How did he 

navigate the shifting artistic, cultural, and philosophical contexts of 

the 1960s and 1970s in Europe? What is the price of being a foreigner, 

marginal and unique, transcultural — or just plain “cultural”? And what 

is the price of being an “alien” espousing a philosophy that is alien 

to the whole civilisation? These were a few of the questions I 

attempted to answer in the process of constructing his biography.   

                     
7 This was thanks to the extraordinarily prescient vision of the former director Kathy 
Halbreich, who led the institution from 1991 to 2007.  
 
8 Joseph Beuys: The Multiples opened at the Walker Art Center in 1997 and In the Spirit 
of Fluxus, in 1993. Both exhibitions were some of the earliest and most comprehensive 
surveys of the artist and the movement in the United States.  
 
9 This is what I sought to do in the exhibition, and also specifically in the main 
catalog essay, “When the Body Changes into New Forms: Tracing Tetsumi Kudo,” in Doryun 
Chong, ed., Tetsumi Kudo: Garden of Metamorphosis, exh. cat. (Minneapolis, Minnesota: 
Walker Art Center, 2008).  
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4.  

 

 In 1987, as Kudo was returning to his homeland after spending his 

prime years away, Huang Yong Ping, then just over 30, had been 

contemplating what the Dada aesthetics of destruction meant to him — 

this conundrum in a small coastal town called Xiamen in Southeastern 

China in the wake of the Cultural Revolution. One of the works that 

emerged from the artist’s studio in this unlikely site of the early 

avant-garde in China is one of the most iconic works in the history of 

contemporary Chinese art: The History of Chinese Painting and the 

History of Modern Western Art Washed in a Washing Machine for Two 

Minutes (1987). Inadvertently destroyed by a family member who mistook 

the work for garbage, the work was recreated in 1993 and entered the 

collection of the Walker in 2001 thanks to the prescient eye of the 

curator Philippe Vergne. One of the three Chinese artists to be 

included in the now-legendary exhibition “Magiciens de la terre” (1989) 

in Paris, Huang moved to Paris in 1990, just as Kudo had almost 30 

years prior, and continues to live and work there today.  

 

 “House of Oracles: A Huang Yong Ping Retrospective” organised by 

Vergne — and assisted by me — opened at the Walker in 2005, and 

subsequently toured to the Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art, 

the Vancouver Art Gallery, and the Ullens Center for Contemporary Art 

in Beijing over the next two years. Encompassing Huang’s whole artistic 

career up to that point, from the early works made in Xiamen to the 

monumental sculptures for which he became well known throughout the 

world, the exhibition sought to present him as a radical sculpture-

maker and thinker, whose grand intellectual project linked and melded 

the history of the Western avant-gardes with the millennia-long history 

of Chinese civilisation. His 1987 mound of machine-washed reference 

books, which opened the exhibition, was the curatorial cue. Coming out 

of many conversations with Vergne, my interpretative contribution to 

the exhibition and its catalogue was a lexicon of important ideas, 

motifs, and personages in Huang’s oeuvre — one that deliberately mixed 

specifics with abstracts.10 Entries on “Alchemy,” “Bestiary,” and “Chan 

Buddhism” were listed cheek by jowl with “Beuys,” “Cage,” and 

                     
10 “Huang Yong Ping: A Lexicon” in Philippe Vergne and Doryun Chong, eds., House of 
Oracles: A Huang Yong Ping Retrospective, exh. cat. (Minneapolis, Minnesota: Walker Art 
Center, 2005).  
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“Duchamp.” An entry on “Foucault” was followed by “Gu”:  

  

The name of a specific kind of poison said to have been produced 

in South China. This poison was prepared by putting in the same 

pot five venomous creatures — a centipede, a snake, a scorpion, a 

toad, and a lizard — and leaving them for a year. The animals 

gradually ate one another, and the final corpse found in a year 

was supposed to possess a powerful, “magical” poison that 

combines all five. The five animals are called “the five noxious 

creatures” (wu du, literally “five poisons”).11 

  

The fact that these two entries were immediate neighbors was as much an 

alphabetical accident as it was attributable to the associative logic 

only possible by a mind like Huang’s — one that combined Foucault’s 

famous analysis of Jeremy Bentham’s “panopticon” (another entry in the 

lexicon) with the ancient practice of “Gu” to produce one of his most 

iconic works, Theater of the World (1993).  

 

The lexicographic method I adopted was a natural conclusion from 

the realisation that usual curatorial interpretation would only come up 

short for this artist whose work seamlessly connects John Cage and 

chance operation with I Ching and conjures a monumental sculpture of a 

tiger atop an elephant out of an obscure historical episode about Great 

Britain’s George V’s tiger-hunting safari in Nepal in the early 20th 

century. What could be a better way, then, than defining some of the 

identifiable elements as clearly (even flat-footedly) as possible, 

organising them in a simple alphabetical order and leaving the vector 

of logic and the alchemy of association to the artist’s own mind as 

well as to the viewer’s? Curatorial interpretation too often falls into 

either an omniscient overview or hagiographic veneration. Two of the 

most important qualities for curatorial work — especially in working 

with a living artist — are sympathy and resonance, and often, these are 

best attained through an apparently non-sympathetic means.  

  

5.  

    

       In 2006, as “House of Oracles: A Huang Yong Ping Retrospective” 

was on its tour from North America to China, I visited Haegue Yang’s 

first solo exhibition in Korea, which she had left almost a decade 

                     
11 Ibid., 103.  
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prior for Germany. The exhibition, titled “Sadong 30” after the address 

of the location, was not in a museum or a gallery, but in an old house 

in Inchon, about an hour away from Seoul. One could visit this 

abandoned house that had been built during Japanese occupation through 

an appointment and by receiving the secret code for the lock on the 

gate. Once inside, the viewer discovered discreet presences populating 

modestly scaled rooms that had fallen into disrepair. In one room were 

origami polyhedrons decked with Christmas lights, their forlorn yet 

romantic cohabitation reflected by a mirror; in another room, a lone 

everyday light bulb with an exceedingly long cord hung from the 

ceiling. This installation/exhibition was one of the most moving 

experiences of encountering art.  

 

 The following year, Yang was one of the 24 artists hailing from 

17 countries in a group show I co-organised at the Walker titled “Brave 

New Worlds”.12 Her contribution was Series of Vulnerable Arrangements: 

Blind Room (2006, now in the Walker collection), an installation 

consisting of custom-made blinds creating interconnected spaces, in 

which one came face to face with various domestic electric appliances, 

such as an infrared heater, an air conditioner, a highlight, scent 

diffusers, and a humidifier, producing small, localised zones of 

perceptual changes. (Fig. 14) Sharing space with them were a series of 

videos — a collage of images from various locations around the world, 

with voice-overs sharing the artist’s intimate interior thoughts in a 

seemingly unrelated way to the images, a making inspired by the 

cinematic methodology of Chris Marker in his Sans Soleil (1983). In 

discussing the work, Yang invoked the notion of “community of absence” 

derived from her reading of Maurice Blanchot and Jean-Luc Nancy, 

specifically their discussions of Georges Bataille: a “community of the 

plural that shares nothing but ongoing self-examination and a strange 

kind of optimism.” From this, I read the installation like this: 

“Yang’s installation invites and integrates the viewer into an ecology, 

if only temporarily, in which the viewing subject can become one of the 

work’s many objects, and these may transform into equal subjects in a 

community of pregnant solitude.”13  

 

                     
12 The exhibition was co-organised with Yasmil Raymond, then my colleague at the Walker 
Art Center and currently, Curator at the Dia Art Foundation.  
 
13 Doryun Chong, “Territory of A Poet-Activist: Haegue Yang” in Doryun Chong and Yasmil 
Raymond, eds., Brave New Worlds, exh. cat. (Minneapolis, Minnesota: Walker Art Center, 
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 The tracing of the evolution of Yang’s thought and being in 

company called for the lexicographic method again. The resulting text, 

“A Short Dictionary for Haegue Yang,” published on the occasion of her 

solo show at REDCAT, Los Angeles the following year, featured entries 

on personages such as Hannah Arendt, Marguerite Duras, and Chris 

Marker; concepts or ideas such as community, hometown, and 

subjectivity; methodologies such as light source and origami.14 The 

entry that required the most learning and research on my part, in some 

way, should have been the most familiar to me, but wasn’t. It was about 

two historical figures: Kim San, a little known anarchist-communist who 

fought for Korea’s independence but was ultimately betrayed by the 

Chinese Communist Party and handed over to the Japanese for execution; 

and Nym Wales, the nom de plume of Helen Foster Snow (the wife of Edgar 

Snow, Mao Zedong’s first biographer), who wrote the only account of 

Kim’s life based on her meeting with the Korean freedom fighter in 

Yan’an in the 1930s. While Wales’s biography of Kim, Song of Ariran, 

published in the United States only in 1973, was banned in Korea during 

the military dictatorships of the 1970s and 1980s, its Japanese 

translation circulated widely underground among leftist intellectuals 

and activists. (Fig. 15) 

 

 Yang’s work, a sustained exploration of abstraction and its 

emotional and intellectual potentials, does not have a referential 

relationship with her obsessive reading and research in biographies. 

What draws her to such figures are the intensity of their lives, and 

their emotional and inter-subjective experiences. This kind of 

statement would be routine, an authoritative declaration a curator 

would — and may even be expected to — make with regard to an artist and 

her work. But here again, I embraced the role of a lexicographer, not 

because it was an easier task but because it was a means for being a 

more intimate and thorough companion for the artist. It also grew out 

of a cartographic desire, if you will. To be in the China of the 1930s, 

where a fearless American woman could meet a Korean anarchist-

communist; and in the French Indochina of the same decade, which 

produced the wondrously lucid and harsh mind of Marguerite Duras: such 

is the intellectual journey, and mental origami, that cannot be 

                                                             
2007): 219.  
 
14 Clara Kim, ed., Haegue Yang: Asymmetric Equality (Los Angeles, California: REDCAT, 
2008).  
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contained simply by a description of the past origin and the present 

location(s) of an artist.  

 

6.  

 

      So these were some of the journeys with artists that have been 

important for me. Kudo, Huang, and Yang are, respectively, a Japanese 

artist born in the 1930s, a Chinese artist born in the 1950s, and a 

Korean artist born in the 1970s. Yang is certainly an artist of my 

generation, but I may dare claim the other two as part of my generation 

as well. My relationships with these artists of this generation, then, 

and certain manifestations of those relationships were in significant 

ways possible thanks to an institution like the Walker Art Center. But 

my revisits and re-engagements with them continued after these 

particular institutional collaborations ended, and even after my 

institutional context changed. What I have learned from them, and 

continue to work through with them, is a rejection of the simplistic 

notion that one’s identity is circumscribed by, and reducible to, the 

origin and culture of one’s birth.  

 

A curator’s job, when based in a collecting institution, is often 

nuts and bolts. However, this is in fact the great beauty of this job. 

In my few years at The Museum of Modern Art, the works I have been able 

to bring to its collection include Kudo’s 1971 sculpture Pollution-

Cultivation-New Ecology-Underground and Yang’s 2009 work, Sallim — both 

major works by the artists. The former, I have learned, was a work the 

artist kept in his Paris apartment for a long time, while the latter is 

based on the measurements of the kitchen in the artist’s old apartment 

in Berlin, where much thinking and discourse transpired during a 

critical phase of her development. Their transcultural and 

transnational courses are crystallised in these objects, but what 

objects want to be and the stories they want to tell are all too often 

obscured by the very obduracy of the objects themselves. To be a 

narrator of such objects, then, is the true privilege for a curator, 

while the knowledge machine that is the museum continues its operation 

of organising and structuring. To be part of it, then, is to engage in 

a matter of constant revision.   

 


